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Description
Currently the class `AdminPanelView` is one big class containing all code logic for rendering the admin panel.

For better extendibility and cleaner code, the modules should be extracted to own classes, an interface for a module should be added and a flexible registration possibility should be provided.

In a first step, the interface will be declared as internal to make it possible to change the interface during the admin panel rework.

Associated revisions
Revision 61df57ef - 2018-02-27 16:45 - Susanne Moog

[FEATURE] New API for the admin panel

The admin panel consisted of one big god class
that contained the complete rendering.

The hook to extend the admin panel only allowed to
add content but not to add new modules (with expandable
headers).

The code has been refactored as a first step for a more
flexible admin panel:
- All modules are now rendered by a class per module
- Modules have an interface
- Modules can be registered in ext_localconf (and overwritten) using
the dependency ordering service for priority
- All new classes are strictly typed
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History

#1 - 2018-02-26 12:02 - Gerrit Code Review
- Status changed from New to Under Review

Patch set 2 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server. It is available at https://review.typo3.org/55890

#2 - 2018-02-26 13:56 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 3 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server. It is available at https://review.typo3.org/55890

#3 - 2018-02-26 14:16 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 4 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server. It is available at https://review.typo3.org/55890

#4 - 2018-02-27 15:26 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 5 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server. It is available at https://review.typo3.org/55890

#5 - 2018-02-27 17:00 - Susanne Moog
- Status changed from Under Review to Resolved
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset 61df57e4e9284b2a9a26612f7e2f41e1019c10b.

#6 - 2018-10-02 10:50 - Benni Mack
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed